
Start Now With CMMI-Based Process Improvement

Gen-i is proud to present New Zealand's first public training from the
Software Engineering Institute (SEI), Carnegie Mellon University.

Introduction to Capability Maturity Model® Integration (CMMI®) V1.2 

Wellington, 27-29 November 2007 

REGISTER NOW 

Establish a Robust Improvement Foundation with CMMI

The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) is a framework that helps
organisations improve their ability to develop and maintain quality products and
services. When applied in a practical, measurement-driven way, CMMI best
practices offer significant benefits in reduced rework, improved quality, schedule
and budget performance, and consequently improved customer satisfaction.

The Introduction to CMMI course begins by looking at how process improvement is
supported by maturity models and the fundamental concepts of CMMI. After
completing this course, participants will understand the components of CMMI and
their relationships, be able to discuss the groupings of industry best practices
(known as process areas), and be able to start applying CMMI principles to meet
the process improvement needs of systems and software development
organisations.

Course Description

The Introduction to CMMI course is a three-day interactive course designed for
systems and software engineering managers and practitioners interested in
understanding the model, for appraisal and process team members that will use the
model for appraisals and/or process improvement, and for those interested in
learning more about CMMI. This course fulfils a prerequisite requirement for any
training or activities requiring an official Software Engineering Institute (SEI)
Introductory CMMI course, including CMMI-based Appraisal Team Training and
participating in a SCAMPI appraisal as an appraisal team member.

This course has been updated to V1.2 of CMMI from the SEI. Instructors focus the
course discussion on the use of appropriate model components to instil successful
process change in an organisation, and review in detail each of the model process
areas. During the sessions, participants learn how to make valid judgments
regarding application of the model, including identifying issues that should be
addressed in performing process improvement as conducted with reference to
CMMI. Two hours of reading homework is assigned for the first and second evening
of the course.

On the first day of the course, participants will receive CMMI®: Guidelines for
Process Integration and Product Improvement, Second Edition, and a course
notebook with copies of the course slides.

Course Topics

Introduction Project and Organizational Support

Process Improvement Concepts and
CMMI

Improvement Infrastructure

Overview of CMMI Model Components Managing Quantitatively

Model Representations Supporting Complex Environments

Institutionalization Tying it All Together

Product Development Next Steps

Managing the Project

More Information

For more information, group rates, or general enquiries, please send an email to
cmmitraining@gen-i.co.nz

This course can also be offered by arrangement at customer sites.

© Capability Maturity Model, CMMI, and CMM are registered in the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon University.

Dates

27-29 November 2007 

Venue

InterContinental Hotel
5 Grey Street

Wellington

Format

8:30am to 5:00pm

Registration/breakfast
from 8:00am

Audience

● Product Developers
● Development Managers
● Technical Leaders
● Software Process Managers
● Process Specialists
● Software Quality Managers
● Quality Assurance Specialists
● Appraisal and Process Team

Members

Course Delivery

Face-to-face instruction
with group exercises.
Maximum class size 25

Professional Development

Meets prerequisites
requiring an official

SEI Introductory CMMI course

Cost

$2,590 plus GST
(breakfast and lunch included)

REGISTER NOW
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